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Brother TZEFX651 label-making tape TZ

Brand : Brother Product code: TZEFX651

Product name : TZEFX651

TZeFX651, 24mm (0.94") Black on Yellow Flexible ID Tape 8m (26.2 ft)

Brother TZEFX651 label-making tape TZ:

This tape features our exclusive laminated tape process and a specially formulated adhesive. The
adhesive is designed to stick to itself as well as to laminate. Great for wrapping around an item. Perfect
for labeling cylindrical surfaces such as cables, PVC piping, etc. Best suited for wire wrapping and
flagging. Each tape is 8m (26.2 ft) long.

For Use With: PT-1400, PT-1500PC, PT-1600, PT-1650, PT-2200, PT-2210, PT-2300, PT-2310, PT-2400,
PT-2410, PT-2430PC, PT-2500PC, PT-2600, PT-2610, PT-2700, PT-2710, PT-330, PT-350, PT-3600, PT-520,
PT-530, PT-540, PT-550, PT-7500, PT-7600, PT-9200DX, PT-9200PC, PT-9400, PT-9500PC, PT-9600
Brother TZEFX651. Tape type: TZ, Product colour: Yellow, Print technology: Thermal transfer. Tape
length: 8 m, Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s), Package type: Box. Tape size: 2.4 cm

Features

Tape type TZ
Product colour Yellow
Print technology Thermal transfer
Material Paper

Weight & dimensions

Tape length 8 m

Weight & dimensions

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package type Box

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 48219090

Other features

Tape size 2.4 cm
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